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Abstract 
In a previous paper the present authors (Baier and Wagner, 1996) investigated an S-V-hierarchy 
over P using word quantifiers as well as two types of set quantifiers, the so-called analytic 
polynomial-time hierarchy. The fact that some constructions there result in a bounded number 
of oracle queries and the recent PCP results which can be expressed by set quantifiers with 
a bounded number of queries motivated us to examine a hierarchy which extends the analytic 
polynomial-time hierarchy by considering restrictions on the number of oracle queries. This 
hierarchy is called bounded anulytic polynomial-time hierarchy. We show that every class from 
this hierarchy having a certain normal form coincides with one of the classes NP, coNP, PSPACE, 
Cy or II? (k> 1). All these characterizations remain valid if the queries are asked in a 
nonadaptive form, i.e. in “parallel”. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Complexity theory; Quantifiers; Operators; Oracles; Bounding queries; Polynomial- 
time hierarchies 
1. Introduction 
Quantifiers play an important role in the complexity theory. Interesting complexity 
classes can be defined (or characterized) by quantifiers on the base of some other 
complexity class. Take for example the classes of the (arithmetical) polynomial-time 
hierarchy [ 10, 11,131, which can be characterized by polynomial length bounded exis- 
tential and universal word quantifiers on the base of P. 
Another way to consider quantifiers are varying over set of words (oracles if we 
think in a Turing machine model). In 1983, Orponen [8] investigated the existential 
and universal set quantifiers. He related a hierarchy defined by these quantifiers on the 
base of the class PH with the classes of the exponential-time alternation hierarchy. In 
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1988, Fortnow et al. [7] showed that the class of languages accepted by multi-prover 
interactive proof systems (MIP) coincides with the class defined by an existential set 
quantifier on the base of the polynomial-time bounded error probability class BPP. 
In 1990, Babai et al. [3] proved MIP = NEXPTIME. In 1992, Arora and Safra [2] 
introduced the notion of probabilistically checkable proofs (PCP) to “scale down” the 
previous result. The class PCP(r(n), q(n)) can be defined as an existential set quantifier 
applied to BPP, where an underlying machine is allowed to use O(r(n)) random bits for 
its computation and queries the oracle O(q(n)) times. Arora and Safra characterized the 
class NP by PCP(log n,(log log n)‘(l) ) and few weeks later Arora et al. [l] improved 
this result showing NP = PCP(log rz,O( 1)). A detailed discussion of scaling down 
results in this area can be found in [12]. In 1996, Book et al. [5] investigated the 
power of probabilistic set quantifiers. 
Recently, using a restricted oracle access mechanism Baier and Wagner [4] char- 
acterized the (one prover) interactive proof systems by an existential set quantifier 
applied to BPP. An 3-‘d-hierarchy over P using word quantifiers as well as two types 
of set quantifiers was also considered, the so called analytic polynomial-time hierarchy. 
It was shown that every class of this hierarchy coincides with one of the classes Ci, 
II: (k 2 0), PSPACE, Crp or IIF’ (k > 1). 
Some constructions in [4] result in a bounded number of oracle queries. This fact and 
the interesting results obtained in the study of the PCP classes [ 1,2], which limit the 
number of oracle queries, motivate us to continue the study of the analytic polynomial- 
time hierarchy classes but now considering the number of oracle queries that an oracle 
machine can ask during its computation. We call this hierarchy the bounded analytic 
polynomial-time hierarchy. For every class of this hierarchy having a certain normal 
form we show that this class coincides with one of the classes NP, coNP, PSPACE, 
CFp or IIpP (k 2 1). In addition it is shown that all these characterizations remain 
valid if the oracle machines are allowed to make only parallel queries, i.e. they have 
to form a list of all queries before any of them is queried to the oracle. 
2. Preliminaries 
We will study a polynomial-time hierarchy built up by word and set operators (de- 
fined by word and set quantifiers, respectively) which extends the analytic polynomial- 
time hierarchy [4]. Thus, we have to start with a suitable class of polynomial time 
languages. Since the instances of these languages consist of words and sets of words, 
we will use polynomial-time oracle Turing machines to accept these languages. Every 
word input is given on a separate input tape and every set input is given as an oracle. 
The machines have a special query tape for every oracle. The oracles can be classified 
according to the type of queries that can be made by an oracle machine. An oracle 
is an input of type I (2) if the query on the corresponding query tape is not erased 
(erased, respectively) after every query. Hence, the next query made to an oracle of 
type 1 is an extension of the previous query. Note that formally inputs of type 1 and 2 
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are the same objects, namely sets of words. Furthennore, if we limit the number of 
queries that a machine can ask to an oracle (input of type CJ E { 1,2}) during its com- 
putation by a function r : N -+ N depending on the length of the word inputs, i.e. if n 
is the length of the word inputs then at most r(n) queries can be asked to the oracle, 
we say that this is an input of type a[r]. We will call a word an input of type 0. 
Let @ =df {0,1,2} U {a[~] : (T E {1,2},r : N - N+) be the set of types. Further- 
more, for Q E {3,V} let r,~ =df {Q’ : t E @}, and let r =df f 3 U rv. For k 3 1 and 
~1,. . . , rk E @ we say that a Turing machine is of type tl . . ok if it precesses instances 
of the form (Xl,. . ,Xk), where X, is an input of type zi (i = 1,. . , k). Such a machine 
has #(i : rj == 0} ordinary input tapes and k - #(i : ?i = 0) query tapes. Thus, if the 
ith input is of type ri = a[r] with 0 E { 1,2} then at most T(~~_,~,~,=~ [Xjl) queries 
can be asked to the oracle Xi. For a Turing machine M of type rt . . . zk define 
L(M) =tlf {(XI,...,&) :X IS an input of type t, and M halts on 
instance (XI,. . ,&) with an accepting state} 
as the language accepted by M. 
A Turing machine M of type ZI . . . Zk is called polynomial-time (polynomial-space, 
respectively) if there exists a polynomial p such that M halts on every instance 
X =(X1,. . . ,&) in an accepting or rejecting state using no more than p( [Xl) =df 
p (C,,_0 I&[) steps (tape cells, respectively). In what follows we assume that X con- 
tains at least one word input. Note that the space bound applies also to the length of 
oracle queries. Now, for k > 1 and 51,. . . , zk E @ define 
PT’ ...zh =df {L(M) : M is a polynomial-time Turing machine of type 51 . . . rk}, 
PSPACE”...T’ =df {L(M) : M is a polynomial-space Turing machine of type r] . . TL-} 
which are called classes of type 71 . . . zk. The classes Prl...Tk are the starting point for 
building up the polynomial-time hierarchies. Next, we define inductively new classes: 
If X is a class of type ZI . . . Tkt then 3”%! and V’Y?’ are classes of type r1 . . zk which 
are defined as follows: 
For z = 0 : 
L E 3O.K ++df there exist an L’ E X and a polynomial p such that 
L E px*df there exist an L’ E X and a polynomial p, such that 
(xl ,..., xk) E -‘=+++ 
i i 
c 1x1 
*, = 0 
--f (x ,,..., xk,x) E L’). 
t<k 
(Using simple encoding arguments it is easy to see that one can use equivalently 
“=” instead of “<” in these definitions.) 
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For r # 0 : 
L E YXwdf there exists an L’ E $fC, such that 
(-5 )...) xi) EL~3x((Xl)..., &,X) EL’), 
L E VG$C(J~~ there exists an L’ E X, such that 
(Xl,..., Xk) EL w VX((X I,..., Xk,X) EL’). 
In what follows we also write 3”[r] instead of 3”Irl, and V[T] instead of VOIrI. 
Obviously, a class of type ri . . . Zk Consists only of languages L c cp’) x . . . x Cp) for 
suitable finite alphabets Ci, . . . , &, where we define c(O) =,jf c* and CC’) =df p(c* ) 
in all other cases (without loss of generality we restrict ourselves to the alphabet C = 
(0, 1)). We are particularly interested in the classes of type 0, i.e. in “ordinary” classes 
of languages. In this case, the superscripts o P are omitted, i.e. for Qi, . . . , Qk E { 3,V’) 
we write Q;’ . ..@P instead of Q;’ ...Q~porl~~.Tk. 
Define the classes of the (arithmetic) polynomial-time hierarchy as Cg =df I$ 
=df P and, for k 2 0, xi+, =,jf 3’ I$ and &+, ’ =df V’OC:. Furthermore, define PH as 
the union of all classes of polynomial-time hierarchy. It is well known that each of 
the classes QPQ," . .. Q,” P with Qi E (3, V} coincides with a class of the polynomial- 
time hierarchy. For k 30, Qi,. . . , Qk E (3, V}, and 71,. . , rk E (0, l,?!} the classes 
QI’ . . . Q;k P are called the classes of the analytic polynomial-time hierarchy. The class 
APH is defined as the union of the classes of the analytic polynomial-time hierarchy. 
For k 2 0, Ql,. . . , Qk E { 3,V}, and 71,. . . , rk E @ the classes QT’ . . . QFP are called 
the classes of the bounded analytic polynomial-time hierarchy. Because of 
Q;’ . . . Ql!?; Q,“[‘]Q;$ . . . QFP C Q;’ . . . Q;:,’ Qj’Q;:,’ . . . Q; P 
the union of all classes of the bounded analytic polynomial-time hierarchy is also APH. 
For 12 1, let Ql =df 3 if I is odd and Ql =df V otherwise. For k, m 2 0 and 
Tl ,..-,Zk E @ \ (0) we define X(z1z2z3 . . . Tk,m) =df 3”v’“‘3”’ . . . @c$+, . . . Qi+,P. 
Furthermore, for r E Cp we write ~~ instead of v 
k times 
For k 2 0, Ql, . . . , Qk E (3, V}, zl,. . . , rk E @, let r(QT’ . . . Qz ) =df ri . . . rk be the 
type of the operator (or quantifier ) string Qf’ . . . Qz. Furthermore, for Q = QT . . . QF 
and X = (Xi, . . , ,&) we write QX instead of Q;‘Xi . . . QPXk. We define 3 =df V 
and v =df 3, and for Q = Qi’ . . . Qz we define Q =df Qt’ . . . Qz. For a class x of 
languages, define COZ =df {z : L E 3?}. Obviously, we have COQP~‘(~) = QPPr(o) for 
all p E @*. 
Finally, some more notations are given to help us in the proofs of the results: For 
a E (0, 1) and u E (0, 1 }*, define the encoding z& =df Gas @ =df E). For a set 
U s{O, I}*, let cU be the characteristic function of U. With every set U C{O, 1}* and 
every m E N we associate the word (U,m) =df c~(l)c~(12)c~(13)...c~(lm). For 
u E (0, 1)’ we denote the ith bit of u by u(i). 
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3. Results 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the most popular complexity classes like P, 
NP, Ci, II! (k 3 0), and PSPACE. The classes Cpp and IIF’ (k > 1) of the exponential- 
time hierarchy are defined by exponential time alternating machines which start with 
an existential, or universal respectively, state and having at most k - 1 alternations. 
In [4] a complete characterization of the classes of the analytic polynomial-time 
hierarchy is given by showing that every such class coincides with one of the classes 
Ci, II: (k>O), PSPACE, Cyp or IIpP (k 3 1) and vice versa. This is shown in [4] in 
the following two steps: 
1. Every class of the analytic polynomial-time hierarchy coincides with one of the 
classes P, .X(o,m) or coZ(a,m), where D E { 1,2}* and m 3 1. 
2. Every class ,X(oio,. . . ok,rn) such that k>O, m>,l and 01,~ ,..., (ok E {1,2} can 
be characterized as follows: 
l For k = 0 and m>l we have X(.,m) = Ci. 
l For k > 0 we have 
m= 1 k= 1 L%(~,~)=PSPACE 
x(2,1) = NEXPTIME 
k>2 %-(a~ . ..~&il.l)=C~, 
WOl . ..frk-i2.l) = cpp 
m>2 k>l X(01 . ..ok_-ldk.m) = Cpp 
Note that here and in what follows we will state and prove only the results for 
xx(.). The results for cox(.) are immediate consequences. 
In this paper we concentrate on the second step for the classes of the bounded 
analytic polynomial-time hierarchy, i.e. we will characterize all the classes of the 
bounded analytic polynomial-time hierarchy which have the form x(ri r2 . . . Tk, m), 
where k,m>,l and ri,~,... ,rk E {1,2} U {c[r] : d E {1,2},r: N -+ N+}. It will turn 
out that each of these classes coincides with one of the classes NP, coNP, PSPACE, 
Cpp or IIFp (k Z 1) and vice versa. 
The following table includes the corresponding results for the classes x(rir2 . . . Sk, m), 
where k,m> 1 and rl,rz,. . . ,rk E {CT[Y] : CT E { 1,2},r : N + N+}, i.e. for the cases 
where there is a restriction to the number of queries for every set quantifier. The last 
column refers to the Theorem(s) which states the corresponding result. 
Obviously, we have in all cases 
X(z,z2... Ti-l~i[ril~i+l . . . rk,m) = %“(rir2.. . r,_iCri[3]ri+* . . . rk,m) 
for Di = 1,2 and Vi 23. We can choose pi so large that it is not a real restriction. 
Hence we have also 
3?(z1z2 . ..Ti-_1(TiTi+l . ..Tk.m) = x(7Iz2 ...z,_lfli[3]zi+l . ..Zk.m) 
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m=l t-k = 1 k = 1 X-(o,[l], 1) = coNP 9, 10 
k = 2 x(o,[rl]cr2[1], 1) = NP 12 
k = 3 ~%‘(ai[l]~~[r~]~s[l], 1) = PSPACE 12 
,x(a,[ri]a2[r2]oj[l], 1) = NEXPTIME (rl 22) 12 
k>4 ,X(a,[r1]...~kk-_1[rk_l]~k[l],l) = cy”, (r&2 = 1) 12 
~(~l[rl]. . . ok-l[rk-l]ck[l], 1) = x22 (rk-2 22) 12 
,-k = 2 k = 1 %?(a1 [2], 1) = PSPACE 9, 10 
k>2 ,X(o,[rl]...~k-_1[rk_l]~k[2],1) = cyJl 11 
rk>3 k = 1 5?(l[ri], 1) = PSPACE 9 
%(2[rl], 1) = NEXPTIME 10 
k>2 ,X(al[rl]...~k_l[rk_l]l[rk],l) = cyJ1 11 
x(f_ri [ri] . . . ok-1 [r&1]2[rk], 1) = CT’ 11 
m>2 rk 2 1 k>l ~(o,[rl]...ak_l[rk_l]~k[rk],m) = cpp 8 
for cri = 1,2 and ri,r2,, ..,ri-i,ri+i . . . . rk E {fJ[r] : 0 E {1,2},r : h! --f N+}. Iterating 
this step we obtain results for all x(ti r2 . . Zk, m), where k, m 3 1 and ri, 72,. . . , rk E 
{1,2}U{4rl : 0 E {1,2), r : N + N+}. In particular, we obtain the results of [4] (see 
the first table) as special cases. 
Finally, let us point out how heavily (and nicely) the results can depend on the 
number of queries allowed. A good example is the following: 
%?(2[ 11, 1) = coNP, &‘(2[2], 1) = PSPACE, x(2[3], 1) = NEXPTIME 
4. Inclusion rules 
To establish the above mentioned results inclusion rules are very helpful. For R,S E 
r*, the inclusion rule R + S is valid if the replacement of the operator string R by 
the string S in any context does not diminish the class in question, i.e. RQP”T(R)T@) C 
SQPp@)7@) for all Q E r* and p E @*. We say that the equivalence rule R cf S is 
valid if the replacement of the operator string R by the string 5’ in any context does 
not change the class in question, i.e. RQPflz(R)t(Q) = SQPfi@)‘(Q) for all Q E r* and 
p E @*. Obviously, we have R cf S if and only if R -+ S and S + R. 
Throughout this paper, a rule R -+ S and “its complement” R --f ?? have to be 
proved. Obviously we have to prove only one of them. 
Proposition 1 (Complementation, Baier and Wagner [4]). Let R,S E r*. Zf R --) S 
then R ---f S. 
In [4] some rules were proved. In our new context we add as necessary the terms 
[r]. Some of the rules show relations between the existential (universal, respectively) 
quantifiers of different types. They can be restated as follows. 
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Lemma 2 (Baier and Wagner [4]). Let CJ E { 1,2} und r : N + N. Then 
(1) E+3°andr:+Vo, 
(2) E H 3”[0] and E t) V[O], 
(3) g’[r] --) 1*[r] and V’[r] i V2[r]. 
Next, we restate some rules showing how to melt neighboured existential (universal, 
respectively) quantifiers. 
Lemma 3 (Baier and Wagner [4]). Let o E { 1,2} and r : N + Rd. Then 
(1) 3’3’ - 3’ and V’Ob”O H tie 
(2) 3’[r]Z1° + 3” and V’[r]V’O + ‘d’” 
If we follow the proof of the rule !I* + g’g“d’ in [4] we obtain 1*[r] 4 Kl’[I]3’[r+ 
l]V’. However, in this proof we can make some refinements and obtain a similar rule 
requiring less queries in the second set operator. This is shown in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let r : N -+ N+. Then 
g2[r] -+ 3’[1]3l[r - l]@ and V*[r] + V’[l]b”[r - 113’ 
Proof. We prove the first statement, since the second follows by complementation. For 
r = 1 is evident. For r >/2 let Q E r* and p E @*, and let L E 3*[r]QP/‘*Ir17(Q). There 
exists an ~1 E P~~I~I*(Q) such that for a suitable polynomial p 
X EL +==+ 3*UQY((X,U,Y) EL,) 
+==+ 3*u31w(&b%(lul, Iv1 <p(IXI) + (u E u H VOlii E W)) 
AQY((X U Y> E UW)) 
(take W = { Ol^: u u U,U t {O,l}* A u E U} for example, and 
let M be a polynomial-time machine of type p2[r]z(Q) 
accepting Lt ) 
+=+ 3’U31W~a~ou~ouQY(~u~,~u~~ (1x1) + 
((a = 0 + (u E U tf ~012 E W))A 
(a = I + (X, U, W, Y) E L(M)))) 
(M’ works on input (X, U, W, Y) as A4 on input (X, U, Y) but it 
only asks the first query to U like A4 does. Instead of asking u 
to U after queries u1 ,...,u,(m>l) it asks OliitOlii201 . ..OlG.Oliz 
to W. Note that for every (X, a, u, u, Y), oracle U is asked 
exactly once and oracle W is asked at most r - 1 times in a 
type 1 manner.) 
This shows L E 3’[1]3’[r - 1]~~“~oQP~‘~‘~1~‘~‘~ooo7~~~ and using the rules of 
Lemma 3, L E 3’[1]3’[r - I]~“QP~‘[‘]‘[‘-‘]O’(Q). [7 
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Finally we restate from [4] an “equivalence rule” which is valid only in a special 
context. It says that a set quantifier without query restriction is exactly as powerful as 
the corresponding word quantifier when applied to P. 
Lemma 5 (Baier and Wagner [4]). Let ,u E @*. Then 
5. Characterizing the classes .X(s) and co%?(-) 
In this section, we characterize the classes having the form X(a,[r1]02[~-2]. . . uk[rk], 
m) or coX(al[rl]a2[~]. . . ak[rk], m) by well-known complexity classes for k,m > 1, 
GI,..., ok E {1,2} and ?j ,..., rk : N 4 N+. We start with translating results from 
[4] in the language of the bounded analytic polynomial-time hierarchy. A result there 
states which classes of the analytic polynomial-time hierarchy contain a level of the 
exponential-time hierarchy. In the proof of this result some remarks on the number of 
queries to the oracles were made. This can be restated as follows: 
Theorem 6 (Baier and Wagner [4]). For k> 1 we have 
C”,“P~X((l[l])k,2)nX((1[1])k-‘2[3],1). 
Another theorem in [4] shows which classes of the form X(.) are included in a 
level of the exponential-time hierarchy. 
Theorem 7 (Baier and Wagner [4]). For k,m > 1 we have 
X(25m) u X(2k1,l) 5 cpp. 
As a direct consequence of these theorems we obtain that each class containing at 
least one set operator and at least two word operators coincides with one class of the 
exponential-time hierarchy. 
Theorem 8. Let kal, m>2, (rl,..., ok E {1,2} and f-l,..., rk : N 4 Nf. Then 
X(o1[r11... gk[?-k], m) = c;‘. 
Thus, remains to consider the classes ~%?(a1 [rl] . . . ok[Yk], 1) and coG6(al [r,] .. . bk[rk], 
1) with k> 1. The simplest classes of these types are those containing only one set 
operator of type 1 which turn out to coincide with NP, coNP or PSPACE. 
Theorem 9. Let r : N + N. Then 
(1) X(l[l], 1) = coNP, 
(2) X( 1 [r], 1) = PSPACE for r 3 2. 
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Proof. Statement (1): The proof of coNP= V’OP 2 3l [l]pP = X( 1[1], 1) is evident. 
Next we prove 3’[1]V”P C ‘@Op. Let L E ~‘[l]~P. Ry definition there exist an .Lt E 
P”‘[‘lo and a polynomial p such that 
x E L+=+3’UV%(jU( = p(lxl) + (x,U,v) EL, 1, 
where M is a polynomial-time machine of type Ol[l]O accepting Lt in such a way that 
the oracle U is queried only once. Let f be a function computable in polynomial-time 
such that the machine M on input (x, U, v) queries f(x, v) to oracle U. Thus, there 
exist an L2 E Pooo and a polynomial q such that 
x E L * 3QJ~u(Ivl = p(lxl) + (x,v,cu(f(x,u))) E L2) 
-+=+~u~v\Jow(~ul bq(lxI) A IfI = IWI = p(lxl) + 
((f(x,v) = 24 + (x,v, 1) E L2) v (f’kw) = 24 + (x,w,O) E 452))). 
Therefore, L E ~V’OV’OP. Now, using Lemma 3 we get the desired result. 
Statement (2): The inclusion 3’[2]VcP & 3’V’OP is evident and 3’pP = PSPACE 
follows by [4]. Thus, only PSPACE C 3’[2]\JoP has to be proved. We use Cai and 
Furst’s characterization of PSPACE [6]. Let A5 be the group of even permutations 
on [5] =df (0,. . . ,A}, and let o be the multiplication of this group. For u E (0, l}“, 
let 7 E (0, 1)” denote the predecessor of u in (0, l}” in lexicographical order. Cai 
and Furst proved that for every language L E PSPACE there exist a function f : 
(0, 1)” x (0. l}* -+ As computable in polynomial time and a polynomial p such that 
xEL~f(x,l~~‘~‘~)of(X,1~~‘~‘~-‘0)o...of.(X,O~~’~‘~)(l)= 1 
Consequently, 
x E L +==+ 3g((g : (0, 1>* + [5]) A VU(‘Ul = p(lxl) * 
((24 = op(lx’) 4 f(x,u)( 1) = g(u)) 
A(U 6 {()P’l4), p/4)} * ./-(x3 4(s(3> = g(u)) 
A(u = lp(Ix’) 4 f(x,u)(&)) = 1)))) 
* 32UV%V+tpj(lUI = p((xl)A Odi,jC4 i 
((U = Op(“‘) + (f(x,u)(l) = i H 240’ E U)) 
A(u @ {Op(““, lp(“‘)} A :oi E I!,‘- + (f(x,u)(i) = j - uoi E u)) 
A(u = lp(“‘) A +ihi E U --) f(x,u)(i) = 1))) 
However, for each (x, U, u, i,j) such that u $ {OP(‘X’), lp(‘*‘)} the two queries y 0’ 
and uOj are asked to U which is not a type 1 querying. To overcome this difficulty we 
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encode the words from ((0, l}P(lxl)\{ lP(lxl)}) x (0) G4 by an injective function c1 which 
has the property that, for every u # (0 J’(lxl), 1 J’(lxl)} and 0 < i,j < 4, either a( 7, 0') is an 
initial word of a(u, oj) or vice versa. (For example, take a(ala2 . . . a,01P(14b~-~,0i) Edf 
04q 04a2 . . . 04amOi where m30 and ~,a2 , . . . , a, E (0, 1 }. ) Now instead of querying 
7 0’ and ~0’ to U the queries a(‘tl’,O’) and GI(u,@) are made to the oracle V =,-Jf 
{a(~, 0’) : 0 6i <4 A ~0’ E U} in a type 1 manner. Therefore, 
XEL~W~U~i~~(((U~ = &l)nO<i,j<4)+ (X,v1U,i,j) EL,) 
where (x, V, U, i,j) E Lr mdf 
(U = Op(lxI) -+ (f(x, u)( 1) = i H c((u, 0’) E V)) 
A (2.4 4 {opy W)} A cc(T,O’) E V t (f(x, u)(i) = j ++ a(~, d) E V)) 
A (2.4 = lp(Ixl) A u(cE;‘,O’) E V -+ f(x,u)(i) = 1) 
Obviously, L1 can be accepted by a deterministic polynomial-time oracle Turing ma- 
chine which, on input (x, V, U, i,j), queries the oracle V in type 1 manner and at most 
two times. Hence, Li E Po1t21000 and L E 3’ [2]\do~‘@P. Now, using Lemma 3 we 
conclude L E Zl’[2]pP. Cl 
The next result shows that for ,X(o[r], 1) a single type 2 operator is probably more 
powerful than a type 1 operator when more than two queries are allowed. For a E (0, 1) 
let u’ =df a and u” =df 1 - a, and for a set U let U’ =df U and U” =df U. 
Theorem 10. Let r : N + N. Then 
(1) x(2[1], 1) = coNP 
(2) x(2[2], 1) = PSPACE 
(3) x(2[r], 1) = NEXPTIME for r 23 
Proof. The first statement follows by Theorem 9 and the last statement follows by 
Theorems 6 and 7. Next we prove the Statement (2). By Theorem 9 and Lemma 2 
follows PSPACEG ,X( 1[2], 1) C x(2[2], 1). Next we prove x(2[2], 1) G PSPACE. For 
L E Z12[2]pP there exist polynomial-time computable functions f, gi, g2 and polynomial 
p such that f is a O-l-function (gi x the ith query to oracle) and 
x E L * 3uvu (u( = p(lxl) -+ 
( v (&(x,u) E U” A &,U,a) E U”)) 
a,b E {&I} 
J-(x, u, u, b) = 1 
e-the boolean formula A v (G(W) A &x,u,a~ ) 
lul=p(ld) a,b E {O,l} 
f-b-, u, a, b) = 1 
with the variables ZO,.  . ,z~~(I~II is satisfiable (q suitable polynomial) 
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A simple computation shows that the formula 
is equivalent to a conjunction of clauses with at most two literals each, though the 
formula has three variables. (An easier way to see that is to use Lemma 13 which 
shows that we can without loss of generality assume that the queries are made in 
parallel. In this case the formula has two variables at all and hence its conjunctive 
normal form has only clauses with at most two literals.) 
Hence, L can be m-reduced to the 2-SAT problem using polynomial space. Because 
2-SAT E NL (see [9]) we obtain L E PSPACE. c! 
Thus, we have characterized the classes of the bounded analytic polynomial-time 
hierarchy having the form X(a[r], 1) and coX(a[r], 1). To reach our goal in this 
section it remains to consider the classes containing at least two set operators followed 
by one word operator. This will be done in two steps. First we consider the classes 
where the last set operator is not restricted to one query. 
Theorem Il. Let ,421, cri ,..., CJ~,(T E {1,2} and r-1 ,..., rk,r: N -+ N+. Then 
(1) x(01 [rl I.. . ~k[rkl@], 1) = asp, 
(2) ~(ol[rll . ..ok[rk]l[r]. 1) = c”,“Pfor ra3, 
(3) ~(al[r1]...~k[Yk]2[r],l) = cy:, for r>3. 
Proof. The last statement follows by Theorems 6 and 7. For the second statement, we 
conclude 
~(ol[rl]...ak[rk]l[r],l) g ~(2k1,1)CC~p by Theorem 7 
c ~(~l[rl]...~k[rkll[2],1) by Statement (1) 
& ~(~l[~l]..~~.k[~k]l[~],1). 
Now, the first statement is proved. It is sufficient to show CypG X((l[l])k 1[2], 1) 
and X(2k2[2], 1) C Cpp. 
“CT’C X((l[l])k1[2], 1)“: By Theorem 6 we obtain Cy”’ ~?((1[1])~,2). Hence, it 
is easy to see that we have to prove only 3°‘#‘P0(11’l~k00 C 3’[2]~P”(1[11)k1[2]0. For a 
language L E 3OVP o(‘UI)koo there exist an Ll E P”(‘[lI)koo and polynomials p and q 
such that 
x E LedOuPw(luJ = p(IXI)A(IwI =q(IXI)+(X,u,w)EL1)). 
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For a E {0,1,2}, u E (0, I}J’(lXl) and w E (0, l}q(lXl) define the function f 
1 fC::=~‘andw=Oq(l~i’and(X,u,,v)ELI, 
f (x, uw>(a> =df 
I . 
2 if a = 2 and w # lq(lX1) and (X,u,w) E Li, 
1 if a = 2 and w = lq(1*1) and (X,u,w) E Li, 
0 otherwise. 
Obviously, f is computable in polynomial time and 
as follows: 
x EL++, f(x, 1PwI)+Yw) o f(x, 1Pwl)+wl)-1()) o ... o f(x,OP(IXo+q(IXI))(O) = 1, 
where o is the traditional composition of functions. Now, in the same way we 
prove PSPACEG 1’[2]Vc’P in Theorem 9 follows the inclusion 3°Vc’P0(1[‘I)k00 C 
31[2]~po(‘[‘l)k’[210. 
“X(2k2[2], 1) c CFP”: Let k be even. Note that the proof of X(2[2], 1) C PSPACE 
(Theorem 10) remains valid if the machines have additionally k oracles of type 2, i.e. 
!12V2.. ‘d2512[2]VeP C g2V2 . . . V2PSPACEo2’. However 32Q2.. . V2PSPACE02k 2 Crp 
since an alternating exponential-time machine with k : 1 alternations which starts with 
an existential state can accept a language from 512V2 . . . V2PSPACE02k. 
The case of odd k is treated analogously on the base of coX(2[2], 1) C PSPACE. 
0 
Now we consider the case at least two set operators where the last one is restricted 
to one query. 
Theorem 12. Let 61,. . . , ck, (T, z E { 1,2} and ~1,. . , rk, r : N + fV+. Then 
(1) X(a[r]z[l], 1) = NP 
(2) X(oi[l]o[r]z[l], 1) = PSPACE 
(3) X(oi[ri]...~~_i[rk_i]ak[l]a[r]r[l],l) = Cr!,, for k>2 
(4) X(alP-Il... ok[rk]a[r]z[l], 1) =cFp, for k > 1 and rk 22 
Proof. For 13 1, let Ql =df 3 if 1 is odd and Ql =df V otherwise. In the proof of 
Zl’[l]~P C V’OP (Theorems 9 and 10) we need to simulate only two times the origi- 
nal machine for each word UZWJ. Therefore, if the machines have additional oracles, 
the number of queries to each one of these additional oracles is doubled and the 
type 1 property cannot be guaranteed. Thus, for k 20 (if k is even, take the base 
V[ 1]3OP c 3OP) 
~“‘[~~l~~.Q~[~~lQ~+l[~lQ~+~[~lQ,”+~P C 2[2rll...Qk2[2rklQ~+~[2rlQ~+~P 
C 32Pr11.. . Q,‘PrdQ~+~P 
(1) 
since Qk+i = Qk+j and by Lemmas 3 and 5 we can melt these last 2 operators to one 
operator of type 0. Hence we conclude 
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Statement (1): by Eq. ( 1) 
X(o[r]r[l], 1) C X(E, 1) C NP C X(a[rlr[l I, 1) 
Statement (2): 
X(Ql[ 114rlal,1) c 3-x(2Pl? 1) by Eq. (1) 
C_ PSPACE 5 X( 1[2], 1) by Theorems 10 and 9 
c mum33 1) by Lemmas 4 and 2 
c xX(01 [114rlml, 1). 
Statement (3 ): 
X_(m[rll.. . ~k-~[rk-~l~k[ll~[~l~~~l, 1) 
c X(2[2r,]. . .2[2v&,]2[2], 1) by Eq. (1) 
c: cy, cml[ll>k-‘wl, 1) by Theorem 11 
c ~X((l[ll)k+2, 1) by Lemmas 4 and 2 
c ~X(~l~~l]...~k-l~~k-l~~k~~l~~~l~~~~,~~ 
Statement (4): 
x(ol[rll ..~ok[rkldrb[ll, l>c~X(2[2rl1.. .2[2rkl, 1) by Eq. (1) 
cCTp C X((l[l])k-‘2[3], 1) by Theorems 7 and 6 
c~~~~~~l~k-‘~~~l~~~l~~~l, 1) by Lemmas 4 and 2 
cn‘(al[Yl]...(Tk[Tk](T[T]~[l],l). q 
6. Parallel queries 
In this section we consider oracle machines that during their computations ask the 
queries in a parallel manner, i.e. they compute a list of all queries before asking one of 
them. We will represent the parallel restriction over an oracle bounded by set operator 
QU[r] by &“[llr], where Q E {3,V}, cr E {1,2} and Y : FV -+ N. Next, we show 
equivalences between classes involving and not involving parallel queries. 
Lemma 13. Let p E @*. Then, Jbr k E N and c E { 1,2} 
j”[l/k]~pW[“klO = y’[k]~pP’“[klo 
Proof. The direction “G” is evident. For the other direction let k >/2 (for k E (0, 1) is 
evident) and L E Y[k]‘@P PJ[~]’ There exist an L’ E Pp”[k]O and a polynomial p such . 
that 
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Let M be a polynomial-time machine of type &k]O accepting L’ and, let f, g], . . . , gk 
be functions computable in polynomial-time such that for A4 on input (X, U, u) and for 
i = l,... ,k, gi(x,u,ul,... , ui_1) is the ith query of M to U assumed the answers to 
the i - 1 first queries were UI,UZ,. . . ,ui_~, and f(X,u, ~1,. . . , uk) is the result of M on 
input (X, U, Y) if the answers of U to the k queries are ~1,. . . , uk. Hence, 
XEL w 3UVu(luI =p(lXl)- v ((gl(X,u)E U*u(l)= I)/\...A 
/uI=k 
A(gk(X,v,u(l) ,..., u(k - 1)) E U ++ u(k) = 1) 
Af(x,u,u(1),..., u(k)) = 1)) 
@ wu(l~~=p(Jx()+ A ((&(xJ)E uHU(l)=O)V...V 
IuI=k 
v(gk(x,v,U(l),...,u(k - 1)) E U ++ u(k) = 0) 
Vf(x,%41),..., u(k)) = 1)) 
@ WVuVu((lul = p(lX))A IuI = k) + (X,U,u,u) ELI), 
where 
(X,U,u,u) E L,w&( = k A((gl(x,u) E U ++ u(1) = 0) 
‘/...v(gk(X,U,u(l) ,..., u(k-l))EU++u(k)=O) 
Vf(x,u,41),..*, u(k)) = 1). 
Obviously, a deterministic polynomial-time machine of type ,uuo[k]OO can accept Lr 
asking the k queries to the oracle bounded by the last set operator in parallel. Hence, 
Lr E Ppa[“k]OO and L E 3”[llk]‘v@#‘P~b~“k]oo. Then L E 36[llk]~P~u[“k]o follows by 
Lemma 3. 0 
All the characterizations obtained in the previous section remain valid for the coun- 
terpart classes X(.) and co%“(.) having the parallel queries restriction. This can be 
seen as follows: For the Theorem 8 is evident, since only one query for each oracle is 
enough. For the other results with exception Theorem 12, only the number of queries 
to the oracle bounded by the last set operator is relevant (for each one of the remain- 
der oracles only one query is enough). Hence and by Lemma 13 we have the desired 
characterization. For Theorem 12, only in the proof of Statement (4) can arise prob- 
lems. However, observe that the proof in [4] can yields CypC X(( l[l])k-12[l13], 1) 
and that the rules of Lemma 4 remain valid if we consider the parallel restriction, i.e. 
32[llr] + Zl’[l]~‘[ll(r - l)]Ve and V2[llr] --) V’[l]Vr[ll(~ - l)]I’. 
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7. Conclusions 
For k,m>l, at, . . . , ok E { 1,2} and functions rl,. . . , rk : N -+ N+, in the Section 5 
we gave a complete characterization of the classes of the bounded analytic polynomial- 
time hierarchy having the form x(at [rl] . . . ok[rk], m) and cox(at [rl] . . . ak[rk], m), 
and in the Section 6 we show that these characterizations remain valid if the paral- 
lel queries restriction is required. Some of these results show the power of the set 
quantifiers with respect to their types and the number of queries. The preceding fig- 
ures give an overview on the results on classes 3°[r]V7[s]30P where a, t E (1,2} and 
r, s : N + N with r 3 0 and s 3 1. In the left direction we increase r and in the right 
direction we increase s (in the figure we write VT[s]ZlOP instead of Y[O]V’[S]~~P). 
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